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ABSTRACT

Production processes for carbon nanotubes often produce mixtures of solid morphologies that

are mechanically entangled or that self-associate into aggregates. Entangled or aggregated

nanoparticles often need to be dispersed into fluid suspensions in order to develop materials

that have unique mechanical characteristics or transport properties. This paper reviews the

effects of milling, ultrasonication, high shear flow, elongational flow, functionalization, and

surfactant and dispersant systems on morphology of carbon nanotubes and their interactions in

the fluid phase. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) have been used as an example

model system for experimental work because they have been available in engineering-scale

quantities and can be dispersed reproducibly in a variety of solvents and polymers. Their

size scales, �30–50 nm in average diameter and �5–50 microns in length, permit MWNT

dispersions to be investigated using transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron

microscopy, and in some cases, light microscopy.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) have an

interesting set of properties that position them for a wide

variety of potential applications in liquid suspensions,

polymer solutions, polymer melts, and polymer compo-

sites. Their unusual properties include high moduli of

elasticity, high aspect ratios, excellent thermal and

electrical conductivities, and magnetic properties. Impor-

tant challenges to developing applications for these

unique materials include: (1) purification and separation

of nanotubes by chemistry and morphology; (2) uniform

and reproducible dispersion; and (3) orientation of these

solids in liquid and melt phases.
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While purification and separation of undesirable

byproducts may be needed today, the direction to lower

nanotube costs and better product quality lies mainly in

learning to control the synthesis chemistry and the

reactor system. Work on the catalyst morphology, control

of the nanotube growth rate by control of the local

environment at the catalyst, and understanding the foul-

ing of the catalyst should lead to reactor systems that

provide high quality products at low costs.

The production methods for carbon nanotubes often

result in products that have varying diameters and

lengths, may be physically or chemically entangled, and

may have impurities that should be removed prior to use.

Physical entanglement of the nanotubes is defined here as

individual particles that are entwined, interwoven, or

form loops around other nanoparticles. ‘‘Chemical’’

entanglements can also occur, and can be interpreted as

surface-to-surface attraction, adhesion, or self-assembly.

For example, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)

usually associate in bundles, which are thought to mini-

mize the surface energies of the individual tubes. Highly

entangled products, that are difficult to disperse uni-

formly in fluids and melts, result in fluid suspensions

and composites with only modest improvements in

mechanical or transport properties. Aggregates are gen-

erally found to be an impediment to most carbon

nanotube applications. The aggregates may not provide

three-dimensional networks that efficiently carry

mechanical loads or transport properties for the mix or

composite, hence losing the desired effects.

There are several methods already demonstrated for

control of nanotube orientation once the tubes have been

dispersed individually in fluids. These include shear

flows, elongational flows, electric fields, and magnetic

fields. The preferred orientation for a given application

may not mean alignment in one direction: several impor-

tant applications depend on achieving three dimensional

networks of high aspect ratio nanotubes to modify the

transport properties of the fluid or solid.

This review article focuses primarily on the second

challenge; that of developing reproducible dispersions of

carbon nanotubes in liquid phases. Two phenomena

affect carbon nanotube dispersions: nanotube morpho-

logy and attractive forces between the tubes.

The unique morphology of carbon nanotubes turns

dispersion into a challenge. Not only are the tube

surfaces attracted to each other by molecular forces, but

the extremely high aspect ratios in combination with the

high flexibilities dramatically increase the possibilities

for entanglements. Entangled aggregates can be difficult

to disperse without damaging the nanotubes in different

ways. Single-walled carbon nanotubes from research

reactors are harvested in bundles, which are very hard

to separate into individual nanotubes. Interstitial channels

are formed between the tubes in the bundles. These

channels may adsorb a larger quantity of gas than the

actual nanotube cores do, so for an adsorption type

application it might not be of interest to break up the

bundles. However, when using SWNTs as a reinforcing

agent or conductive filler, dispersing the bundles would

increase uniformity and keep production costs down.

Attractive van der Waal’s forces between carbon

surfaces increase the dispersion difficulty. Carbon sur-

faces tend to be attracted to each other. For example,

studies have shown that dispersion of carbon black in

diglycidyl ether-4,40-diaminodiphenyl sulfone copolymer

becomes more difficult as the surface area of the carbon

black increases, due to attractive forces between the

aggregates.[1] Furthermore, the molecular forces between

carbon nanotubes are influenced by both chirality and

surface curvature.[2–4] In theory, a highly bent graphite

sheet, such as the wall in a carbon nanotube, has strained

double-bonds, resulting in a sp2=sp3 orbit-hybridization.

The double bonds would have partial single bond char-

acter and hence the bond would be partially unsaturated.

This phenomenon would explain the pronounced attrac-

tion between carbon nanotubes. However, recent EELS-

experiments show that the curvature has to be extensive

to lead to a measurable hybridization,[5–10] thus the effect

can be seen for SWNTs, but not for MWNTs.

This review discusses production methods with

emphasis on the morphology of their carbon nanotubes

products, their typical purity, and methods for removing

contamination. Literature references and new data are

provided for the effects of milling, ultrasonication, high

shear flow, elongational flow, functionalization, and sur-

factant and dispersant systems on morphology of carbon

nanotubes and their interactions in the fluid phase.

Processing and dispersion of carbon nanotubes are dis-

cussed and new data are presented that indicate a typical

rate of nanotube breakage with several of the methods.

Carbon nanotube characteristics relating to mechanical

strength and transport properties are summarized.

Many of the conventional dispersion methods cause

fragmentation (comminution) of the nanotubes, which

can be modeled using the moments of the length dis-

tribution. As with other solids, the breakage rate of

carbon nanotubes depends on their lengths, with the

longest particles experiencing the highest breakage rate.

The high aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes can lead

to physical contacts between unentangled particles dis-

persed in fluids, leading to three-dimensional networks

that can increase transport properties, such as electrical

and thermal conductivity, but can also increase suspen-

sion viscosity. The transport property changes can be

related to predictions of percolation theory. However,
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there are several physical attributes of carbon nanotube

suspensions that are not well described by percolation

models, including the flexibility of the nanotubes and

their orientation under shearing conditions.

SYNTHESIS METHODS AND

MORPHOLOGIES

Each production method has a brief description,

accompanied by information on the morphologies of

the carbon products and their purity. Carbon nanotube

purity can be difficult to assess as both residual catalyst

and amorphous carbon may be present. Some researchers

report purities based on microscopy analyses alone, while

others use digestion methods to solubilized non-graphitic

carbons and metals. There can be considerable variations

in the carbon nanotube morphologies developed using a

single synthesis technique.

Vaporization of a Carbon Target

The laser ablation method is based on vaporization

of carbon in an inert atmosphere and can produce either

SWNTs or MWNTs. The pulsed laser[11–13] evaporates

carbon from the graphite target (�1500�C) and the

products are transported by an inert gas flow (He or

Ar) from the high-temperature zone to a water-cooled

copper collector. In the presence of a transition metal

catalyst, the method yields between 70 and 90%

SWNTs.[12] It has been found that bimetallic catalysts

are more efficient.[11,12,14–18] The presence of boron in

the system increases the length of the SWNTs, possibly

by preventing the closure of the CNT tip and promoting

further growth.[19] It has also been noted that, when a

porous graphite target is used, the SWNT production is

enhanced.[20]

Solar Energy for Vaporization

A solar furnace is used to focus sunlight onto a

graphite sample, giving temperatures up to 3000K.[21]

The method can be used to produce fullerenes[22–27] in

the absence of added catalysts, or either bamboo-shaped

MWNTs (Co=Ni, at 250� 10�3 bar) or SWNTs (Co=Ni

at 450� 10�3 bar, Co or Ni=Y at 7� 10�8 bar).[26,28–30]

The nanotube yield is generally low. Figure 1 shows a

typical product.[31]

Electric Arc Discharge

Originally, the electrical arc method was used to

produce fullerenes, and MWNTs were found as a

by-product.[32] An electric arc is generated between two

opposing graphitic electrodes in a reactor filled with He

or Ar.[33] A temperature of approximately 4000K is

reached between the rods. When one of the electrodes

is movable, the reaction is semi-batch. The evaporation of

pure graphite[32] produces fullerenes, amorphous carbon,

and graphitic sheets on the reactor walls, and fused

MWNTs and nanoparticles on the electrode (a typical

product is[33,34] Di¼ 1–3 nm, Do¼ 2–25 nm, and

L¼ 1 mm). The co-evaporation of graphite with a metal

or metal salts gives MWNTs on the cathode.[35–42] In

some cases, SWNTs can be found as well.[41,43,44] The

yield and purity of SWNTs differs depending on the

catalyst[45–52] and the presence of H2 in the reactor.[53] It

is possible to produce large quantities of MWNTs per

run, but the purity is �20–50%. Figures 2[54] and 3[55]

show typical arc discharge products for MWNTs and

SWNTs respectively. The round objects are amorphous

carbon and residual metal catalyst.

Electrolysis

Electrolysis using a graphite rod cathode and a

molten lithium chloride anode can be used to produce a

wide range of nanomaterials. The process takes place in

a furnace either in air or under inert conditions. A current

(3–5 A for nanotube production) is applied through the

graphite rod, the cathode erodes and particles can

be found dispersed in the melt after 3–4 min.[56,57] The

solid product is extracted into a toluene phase. Spiral and

Figure 1. MWNTs generated in a high temperature (3000 K)

solar furnace with a graphite target. Source: Reprinted from

Ref.[31] by courtesy of Elsevier Science.
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curled CNTs are produced with L � 5 mm and

Do¼ 2–20 nm.

Chemical Vapor Deposition

Chemical vapor deposition synthesis depends on

metal catalysts that can be deposited on a substrate,

either in situ or prior to nanotube synthesis. Nanotubes

grow as a gaseous carbon source, usually a hydrocarbon,

decomposes on the catalyst particles and forms graphitic

carbons. Temperatures range from 873 to 1273�C in most

systems. The produced MWNTs have high purity and are

relatively long, with lengths reported even on the

millimeter-scale.[58] A wide range of metals have been

investigated as catalysts.[59–68] The morphology of the

tubes varies with the chosen catalyst[60,61,66,69] and by

using a feed-gas containing nitrogen,[61,70] it is possible

to incorporate significant amounts of nitrogen in

the tubes. CVD has also been used to produce

SWNTs.[71–73] Bimetallic catalysts are predominantly

used to produce SWNTs, but can catalyze the growth

of MWNTs as well. Figure 4 shows a typical MWNT

product from the CVD synthesis based on ferrocene as

the metal precursor and xylene as the carbon source[59].

The tube-sides and ends are shown closer in Fig. 5.

Mechanical removal of the MWNTs from the reactor

sufaces fractures the nanotubes. There are distributions of

diameters and lengths throughouth the reactor, and typi-

cal aspect ratio varies from 500 to 2000. At a specific

location in the reactor, the nanotubes are of uniform

lengths.

Sonochemical Production of

Carbon Nanotubes

Nanotubes can be produced through a homogeneous

sonochemistry process.[74] The reaction is very fast and

takes place at the ‘‘hot spot’’ created right at the tip of the

sonication probe, where the temperature is thought to

reach over 5000K. The molecules in the hot spot get

pyrolyzed; with a liquid–solid mix (e.g., benzene–metal

particles), the reaction takes place on the liquid–solid

interface. However, the organic liquid can decompose

and=or form polymers. o-Dichlorobenzene in combina-

tion with ZnCl2 produces highly crystalline nanotubes.

Figure 6 shows a typical product,[74] having an aspect

ratio of 40.

Figure 2. Electric arc discharge MWNT product. Source:

Reprinted from Ref.[54] by courtesy of Elsevier Science.

Figure 3. Electric arc discharge SWNT product. Source:

Reprinted from Ref.[55] by courtesy of Elsevier Science.

Figure 4. MWNTs from CVD synthesis based on ferrocene

and xylene at 1023 K.
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Low Temperature Solid Pyrolysis

This method is used to produce capped MWNTs

in situ,[75] with a morphology of L¼ 0.1–1 mm,

Di � 1.02 nm, and Do¼ 10–25 nm. A refractory meta-

stable compound, such as nano-sized silicon carbonitride,

is used as the carbon source. The powder is pyrolyzed for

1 hour in an N2-filled graphite furnace at temperatures

between 1500–2200�C (Toptimum¼ 1700�C). The tubes

are formed on the powder surface and SCN is found in

the hollow core. Figure 7 shows a typical product[75] with

an aspect ratio of 28.

Catalyst Arrays

A porous anodic aluminum oxide template (thick-

ness of 1 mm, hole diameter of 80 nm) was used to create

MWNTs of uniform length and diameter.[76] The pro-

duced nanotubes have uniform thickness, but uneven

lengths, compared to the CVD produced MWNTs as

seen in Fig. 8. The nanotube products could be cut by

sonicating the template. After the production is complete

the template is etched away, leaving nanotubes of even

morphology and good crystallinity.

Figure 5. Close-up of CVD synthesized MWNTs, showing

ends and side-walls.

Figure 6. Sonochemical production of nanotubes. Source:

Reprinted from Ref.[74] by courtesy of Elsevier Science.

Figure 7. Solid pyrolysis of silicon carbonitride at 1673 K.

Source: Reprinted from Ref.[75] by courtesy of Materials

Research Society.

Figure 8. Production of nanotubes by catalyst arrays.

Source: Reprinted from Ref.[76]. Copyright (2002) American

Chemical Society.
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes and MWNTs are

produced in situ by reducing a composite metal oxide

powder in a H2–HC atmosphere.[77] A nanotube net is

created consisting of both SWNT bundles (Dbundle <
100 nm, Lbundle up to 100 mm) and MWNTs (D¼

1.5–15 nm). An example of a typical product can be

seen in Fig. 9. Figure 9(a) and (b) show SWNTs partially

separated from bundles and Figure 9(c) shows the layered

annuli of MWNTs.

Synthesis from Polymers

Carbon nanotubes can be synthesized from the

carbonization of emulsion copolymers of polyacryloni-

trile (PAN) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).

Microspheres with an outer shell of PAN and a center

of PMMA are blended with a PMMA matrix and spun

into fibers. Heat-treatment for 30 min at 900�C in inert

atmosphere results in complete consumption of PMMA

and carbonization of PAN to MWNTs.[78] The micro-

sphere sizes determine the size of the nanotubes pro-

duced and the PAN-shell thickness determines the

nanotube wall-thickness. In another process a polymer

primarily consisting of carbon is chemically treated to

promote polymerization.[79] The treatment is followed by

a 400�C heating session in an air filled furnace for 8 hrs.

The product consists of MWNTs with D¼ 1–20 nm and

L< 1 mm. Figure 10 shows a typical product.

Summary of Nanotube Morphologies

Figures 1–10 illustrate the wide range nanotube

morphologies available from the various synthesis meth-

ods. There are differences in purity, yield, aspect ratio,

nanotube diameters, surface structures, defects, densities,

Figure 9. In-situ production of carbon nanotubes. Source:

Reprinted from Ref.[77] by courtesy of Materials Research

Society and Dr. A. Peigney.

Figure 10. Production of carbon nanotubes from bulk

polymer. Source: Reprinted from Ref.[79] by courtesy of Amer-

ican Institute of Physics.
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and physical entanglements. The nanotube characteristics

can be manipulated by changing processing and reactor

conditions. Only in a few circumstances is the reactor

product of desired morphology for the application. High

temperature processes, such as laser vaporization and the

electric arc, can have wide temperature ranges in the

reaction zone. CVD and catalytic array processes require

that the nanotubes be mechanically removed from sur-

faces. Electrolysis, sonochemical, and low temperature

solid pyrolysis require that the products be removed from

liquid phases. A long-term scientific objective is to be

able to fabricate nanotubes to specific diameters and

lengths at precise locations, however, these types of

experiments are not yet carefully investigated. Therefore,

it is important to be able to disperse the reactor product

as uniformly as possible for further processing, which is

the focal point of this article.

CARBON NANOTUBE PROPERTIES

Carbon nanotubes are examples of nanoparticles

with very high aspect ratios, high mechanical properties,

and intriguing transport properties. As such, they con-

stitute a useful model system for evaluating the potential

of nanoparticle additives to liquids and polymeric solids

for achieving significant improvements in bulk properties

at low volume loadings.

While there are many unusual properties of carbon

nanotubes, the focus in this section is mechanical and

transport properties because of their potential engineer-

ing and product applications. Tensile, compressive and

flexural moduli should relate to carbon nanotube perfor-

mance in structural composites. Electrical and thermal

conductivities are important in developing conducting

suspensions and polymeric solids. Changes in these

transport properties when the nanotube is under mechan-

ical strain, could be important for electrical and nano-

mechanical devices.

It is tempting to apply the rule of mixtures to

estimate the properties of carbon nanotube suspensions

and composites. As with other filled systems, this rubric

is only a first approximation and could very well provide a

poor estimate since dispersion, orientation, and the inter-

phase linking the nanotubes to the continuous phase all

affect the bulk properties of the material. Percolation

theory may apply to transport properties of suspensions

and composites, but also may have significant limitations.

Despite our limitations in predicting suspension and

composite properties, the physical property data of this

section can be used to compare carbon nanotubes to other

potential additives, to develop estimates of mixture

properties, and to illustrate the potential variation in

physical properties of these materials.

Computed and Measured Properties of

Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

Single-walled carbon nanotubes properties can be

modeled using molecular dynamics simulations, and

there are many predictions on their physical properties.

Measuring these properties can be difficult, as it is

difficult to isolate single SWNTs for study. The unusual

properties of carbon nanotubes could lead to many bulk

and surface applications. Some estimates give thermal

conductivity of carbon nanotubes two times larger than

that of a diamond and they are thermally stable up to

2800�C in vacuum. The electrical carrying capacity is a

thousand times larger than that of copper wires.[80]

If SWNTs are pressurized up to 55 GPa, the tubes do

not collapse, but a superhard phase can be created

(SPSWNT) having a hardness in the range of

62–150 GPa.[81] Single-walled carbon nanotubes have

different helicity, depending on to what angle the

graphene sheet is rolled up. The helical structure is

denoted by two integers, (m, n), that indicate the number

of lattice vectors in the graphite plane.[82] For chiral

structures, the integers are (2n, n); for zig-zag, (n, 0);

and for armchair, (n, n). The physical properties of the

tube, especially the electrical properties, are dependent

on the helicity.

Molecular dynamics studies show that axial defor-

mation of SWNTs at 0 K is strongly dependent on

helicity. Armchair and zig-zag are the stiffest struc-

tures.[83] Armchair and chiral are of metallic character,

while zig-zag is semi-conducting.

Bending the tubes changes their electrical properties.

Topological defects increase the electrical resistance of

metallic NTs. For the metallic chiral tube, bending

introduces a metal-semiconductor transition manifesting

itself in the occurrence of effective barriers for transmis-

sion. Zig-zag nanotubes remain semi-conducting

(d< 1.5 nm) and the armchair configuration keeps the

metallic character during bending (d> 0.7 nm).[84]

Bending and twisting a MWNT changes its electro-

nic transport properties. No effects were seen for low

strains, but when high strains were applied, the MWNT

morphology changed resulting in drastic effects in the

local electron structure of the tube.[85] It has also been

seen that the transmission function decreases for twist

>4�. When the tube is twisted, the electrical resistance

increases, especially for angles larger than 45�. This is

strain enough to result in kinks, introducing a–p hybri-

dization.[86] Also, for strains greater than 5% (at high
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temperature), pentagon–heptagon defects are sponta-

neously formed, since they are energetically favorable.

This can lead to an onset of plastic deformation of the

nanotube (Hooke’s law or Stone-Wales transforma-

tion).[87] This type of configuration deformation can be

seen as a singularity in the stress-strain curve, due to

energy release.

Mechanical Properties

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes consist of one or

more seamlessly rolled up graphene sheets, with typical

shell separations of 0.34 nm.[88] In the absence of

mechanical entanglements, MWNTs tend to exist as

individual particles in suspensions with many organic

liquids. Carbon nanotubes are extremely strong, 30–100

times stronger than steel, but with only one-sixth of its

weight.

Table 1 shows measured values of the mechanical

properties of MWNTs. The measured values of their

Young’s moduli are in the range of 103 GPa. Tensile

strengths may be in the range of 50 GPa, with compres-

sive strengths perhaps a factor of two larger. Individual

tubes are susceptible to bending, and can recover their

original shape after deformation.

Mechanical properties can be measured in a few

different ways. The tip of an atomic force microscope

(AFM) can be used to measure the mechanical properties

of carbon nanotubes in many ways. One way is to place

the tube over an alumina ultrafiltration membrane and

push on the side of the tube with the AFM tip. The

deflection is recorded as a function of the force.[90,96]

This type of experiment has also been carried out using a

scanning probe microscope (SPM) tip.[94] If a carbon

nanotube is mounted between two opposing AFM tips,

the outer shell strength can be measured when the tube is

pulled apart.[89] One experiment has even been done with

a specially designed stress–strain puller to measure

Young’s modulus of thin ropes consisting of aligned

MWNTs.[91] The tubes can also be attached between a

surface and an AFM tip and pulled.[97] TEM can be used

to measure the intrinsic thermal vibrations of tubes. From

these measurements, the modulus can be calculated.[92,98]

An oscillating voltage of the right amplitude applied on

the nanotube can also induce a mechanical resonance.[95]

One of the carbon nanotube ends can also be pinned to a

surface and pushed from the side.[93]

Measurements of the elastic modulus (Young’s

modulus) are usually done by atomic force micro-

scopy,[93] and give results in the range of 103 GPa, giving

reasonable agreement with theoretical estimates.[88] The

radial compression shows an interesting nonlinearity with

the applied stress, resulting in an elastic modulus that

increases with compression.[94] Compressive strengths

depend on the MWNT morphology, since the failure

mode in compression is the bending of the tubes.[95]

Most high strength fibers are brittle, but carbon nano-

tubes can have very large strains at their yield point,

perhaps as much as 0.30.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes are more flexible

than MWNTs and generally self-assemble into bundles

as a way to minimize surface energy. These bundles can

be very difficult to disperse. The mechanical properties of

SWNTs are more difficult to measure due to their small

size. Furthermore, since the SWNTs are usually arranged

in ropes, it is hard to measure the physical properties for

one single tube. Table 2 gives some measured and

calculated properties of SWNTs and SWNT bundles or

ropes. Surprisingly, some measured values for the

Young’s moduli of SWNT ropes are similar to the

calculated values of single SWNTs. Also, the bending

moduli of SWNTs with different helicities are quite

similar.

Table 3 provides mechanical properties of several

other carbon-related materials with high and low aspect

ratios. Diamond exists as a three-dimensional structure of

Table 1. Mechanical properties of MWNTs.

Properties Value (GPa) Reference

Measured

Outer shell strength 11–63 [89]

Young’s modulus 810	 410 [90]

Young’s modulus 450 [91]

Young’s modulus 1.8� 103 [92]

Young’s modulus 1.3� 103 [93]

Young’s modulus 270–950 [89]

Elastic modulus 1.28	 0.59� 103 [93]

Young’s modulus,

radial compression

9.7–80.8 [94]

Tensile strength �10–60 [89]

Tensile strength 3.6 [91]

Axial elasticity �200–400 [89]

Compressive strength �100 [89]

Compressive strength 5.3 [94]

Bending modulus,

MWNTs with

[95]

bamboo-type structure 23–32

D< 8 nm 1.2� 103

D> 30 nm 0.2� 103

Average bending strength 14.2 [93]

Average bending strength �14 [89]

Average bending strength 14.2	 8.0 [95]

Calculated

Young’s modulus 1.0� 103 [88]
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carbon with sp3 bonds. It is the hardest material known

(hardness¼ 109,000 kg=mm2), and has excellent tensile

(3.5 GPa) and compressive strength (110 GPa). Graphite

has low mechanical strength and is often used as a low

friction coefficient material since the graphitic planes can

easily slip past each other. Carbon nanotubes, graphite

and diamond have similar Young’s moduli. Generally, all

are stronger than vapor-grown fibers.

Transport Properties of

Carbon Nanotubes

The transport properties of carbon nanotubes are

high compared to many solids; see Table 4. Percolation

theory suggests that highly conductive, high aspect ratio

solids could produce three-dimensional networks with

high transport properties. The thermal and electrical

conductivities of single nanotubes are thought to be

higher than graphite, although the more important num-

ber may be the conductivity of three-dimensional net-

works of these solids. For example, defect densities may

have a larger effect on transport properties than on

mechanical properties.

The transport properties of graphite and diamond are

shown at the end of Table 4 for comparison. The thermal

conductivity of diamond is one of the largest known

(2000 W=m K). The thermal conductivity of graphite

along its planar direction is also very high

(1000 W=m K) while the value perpendicular to the

plane is fairly low. Measurements and computations for

the thermal conductivity of an individual single wall

nanotube exceed those for diamond. However, when

the computations are performed for bundles of SWNTs,

the expected morphology in most systems, the values

resemble those of in-plane and cross-plane graphite.

Measured and computed values for the thermal conduc-

tivities of MWNTs are also similar to those of graphite.

At least one measurement is several orders of magnitude

lower, suggesting that defects in the MWNTs signifi-

cantly affect their transport properties. The electrical

resistance of MWNTs appears to be higher than that of

SWNTs, and similar to the values for graphite. Diamond

is an excellent thermal conductor but acts like a semi-

conductor in terms of electronic properties.

Transport Properties of Nanotubes

Dispersions and Composites

Electrical Properties

The electrical properties of a composite are mea-

sured in terms of resistance. Well-dispersed electrical

fillers create a three-dimensional network, which pro-

vides a conductive path through the composite. This is a

commercial way to turn an insulating material into an

electrical conductor. The loading limit is called the

percolation threshold and can be detected as a sharp

drop in electrical resistance. Single-walled carbon nano-

tubes in epoxy have percolation limits of 0.1–0.2 wt.% or

0.04 vol%,[126,127] while it has been determined that the

percolation limit for nanotubes in PMPV is as high as

8.5 wt.%.[128] Figure 11 shows the change in electrical

conductivity of an MWNT-filled epoxy as a function of

nanotube volume fraction. The nanotubes were mixed

into the epoxy and had an average aspect ratio of 323. At

a MWNT loading of about 1 wt.%, there is a large

reduction in the material’s electrical resistance. Low

levels of carbon nanotubes could result in large increases

in the thermal and electrical conductivities of liquid

suspensions and polymer composites. For comparison,

Table 2. Mechanical properties of SWNTs.

Property Value (GPa) Reference

Measured

Young’s modulus 1.25� 103 [98]

Young’s modulus,

SWNT ropes

320–1470 [97]

Young’s modulus,

SWNT ropes

6.5	 4.10 [96]

Tensile load 13–1470 [97]

Average bending strength 14.2	 8 [96]

Shear modulus 6.5	 4.10 [96]

Calculated

Young’s modulus 764 [99]

Young’s modulus 1� 103 [100]

Young’s modulus 674 [101]

Armchair 641

Zig-zag 648

Young’s modulus 0.97� 103 [102]

Young’s modulus [103]

Variation with radius 0.95� 103–1.2� 103

Variation with

helix angle

1.02� 103–1.08� 103

Young’s modulus 320–1470 [97]

Young’s modulus 1.22� 103 [104]

Tensile strength 6.249 [99]

Breaking strength 13–52 [97]

Bending modulus [101]

armchair 963

Zig-zag 912

chiral 935

Bending modulus [104]

(10,0), (6,6) 1.22� 103

(10,10) 1.24� 103

(10,5), (15,15) 1.25� 103

(20,0) 1.26� 103
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some typical percolation threshold limits for other fillers

are 9–18 wt.% for vapor-grown carbon fibers in poly-

propylene,[129] 15 wt.% for Cu-powder,[130] 35 wt% for

Al-powder,[131] and 20–40 wt.% in epoxy for carbon

black.[127,131] Such high concentrations will most likely

compromise the physical properties of the matrix and do

not result in multifunctional materials. The positive

conductive effect of carbon nanotube filler is dramatic.

It has been reported that the electrical conductivity of

PPV increases eight times by introduction of SWNTs in

the matrix.[132] Adding MWNT to PMPV increases the

electrical currency from 2� 10�10 S=m to 3 S=m.[128]

The electric conductivity increased by 340% for fiber

spun from petroleum pitch containing 5 wt.% purified

SWNTs.[133] As little as 0.1 vol% nanotubes increases

the matrix conductivity of the electrical insulator epoxy

to 1 mS=m.[127] Metal oxides can also be converted from

insulators to conductors by hot-pressing the MeO pow-

der, an insulating material, with nanotubes at moderate

temperatures (1200�C), resulting in an electrical conduc-

tivity between 0.2–4.0 S=cm.[134] To avoid electrical

charging of an insulation material, a matrix conductivity

of 1 mS=m is necessary. At hot-pressing temperatures

above 1500�C, the nanotubes get destroyed and the

composites turn into insulators again.

As mentioned previously, the nanotube alignment

in the matrix is of importance and can improve the

electrical properties even further. It has been observed

that the electrical conductivity is higher in the flow

direction than perpendicular to the flow-direction (0.1–

12 vs. 0.08–7 S=m) for solvent cast and hot-press melt-

mixed PMMA with SWNTs.[135] It is also worth noting

that when SWNTs are ground prior to film-casting, the

emission current is improved. Films made with ground

tubes show more free nanotube ends sticking out

perpendicular to the surface, which might be an expla-

nation for this effect.[136]

Mechanical Properties

Another way to determine whether the carbon nano-

tubes are well dispersed in a matrix is to investigate the

mechanical properties of the composite. If the mecha-

nical properties increase, the dispersion is most likely

uniform throughout the matrix. If the dispersion is poor,

the mechanical properties will decrease relative to the

pure polymer matrix.

The Vicker’s hardness is 3.5 times higher for epoxy

with a SWNT loading of 2 wt.%, compared to pure

epoxy. This result indicates good dispersion.[126] When

loading the epoxy with 5 wt.% MWNT, the tensile

strength increases from 3.1 GPa to 3.7 GPa and the

compressive modulus increases from 3.6 GPa to

Table 3. Mechanical properties of high and low aspect ratio solids.

Material Property Result (GPa) Reference

Measured

Carbon fibers Young’s modulus 900 [105]

Carbon fibers Elastic modulus 100–800 [106]

Carbon fibers 695 [107]

Graphite Young’s modulus 1.06� 103 [108]

Graphite (Compression-Annealed Young’s modulus 1.02� 103 [109]

Pyrolytic Graphite)

SiC-nanorods Bending strength 53.4 [95]

SiC nanowires Young’s modulus 20–32 [95]

SiC–SiO nanowire Young’s modulus 46–81 [95]

(SiC in wire core, SiO in sheath)

Calculated

SiC–SiO nanowire Young’s modulus 73–109 [95]

(SiC in wire core, SiO in sheath)

Graphite Young’s modulus 0.97� 103 [102]

Graphite Young’s modulus 1060 [110]

Graphite Young’s modulus 1.02� 103 [111]

Vapor-grown fibers Young’s modulus 0.15� 103 [112]

Diamond Young’s modulus 1.2� 103 [113]

Vapor-grown fibers Tensile strength 2.6 [114]

Graphite Tensile strength 20 [114]
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4.5 GPa.[137] Introduction of 1 wt.% MWNT in a poly-

styrene matrix increases the elastic modulus by 36–42%

(to 450 MPa) and the break stress by 25%.[138] There are

quite a few reports on nanotube-fillers in PMMA. The

effects of fairly low amounts of nanotubes in PMMA

are generally positive, as only 1 wt.% NT in PMMA

increased the elastic modulus by 30%.[139] One method

developed to incorporate MWNTs in PMMA is to use the

free radical-initiator AIBN (2,2-azobisisobutyronitrile) to

polymerize the PMMA. When as-grown tubes (1–3 wt.%)

are used as a filler, an increase in toughness, tensile

strength, and hardness is observed. If the MWNTs used

are purified (98% pure), toughness, tensile strength and

hardness increase 34%, 31%, and 48%, respectively, for a

loading of 1–10 wt.%. If the MWNT loading exceeds

20 wt.%, the tubes are not completely wrapped in the

polymer and the positive effects are lost.[140]

Another mixing method is melt-blending MWNTs in

PMMA at low temperatures (200�C). The storage mod-

ulus increases, especially at high temperatures. It has

been observed that by adding 30 wt.% MWNTs, the

storage modulus is increased by a factor of 1.4 at 40�C

and a factor of 6.0 at 120�C.[141] Furthermore, adding a

small amount of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF)

increases the storage modulus dramatically. For example,

adding 0.5 wt.% PVDF to the matrix doubles the storage

modulus compared to a pure MWNT=PMMA compo-

site. The improvement is temperature-dependent, since

the glass transition temperature, Tg, decreases for the mix

when PVDF has a lower Tg than PMMA. The lower Tg

means that the composite gets softer, or has a lower

storage modulus, at higher temperatures. The percentage

of PVDF has to be kept low in the composite, so as not to

weaken the matrix.[142] The mechanical improvements on

Table 4. Transport properties of carbon nanotubes, graphite, and diamond.

Properties Value Unit Reference

SWNT

Thermal conductivity 6000 W=m K [115, 116]

Thermal conductivitya 2400–2900 W=m K [117]

Thermal conductivity, axial, bundlesa 950 W=m K [117]

Thermal conductivity, radial, bundlesa 5.6 W=m K [117]

Critical burn-out current 109 A=cm2 [118]

Electrical resistance kO [119]

Fiber spun from 200 SWNTs 0.065

Fiber spun from 100 SWNTs 10

MWNT

Thermal conductivity (300K) 900 W=m K [120]

Thermal conductivity (300K)a 1980 W=m K [121]

Thermal conductivity, high defect ratio, 25 W=m K [91]

(300K)

Current density 1� 103 A=cm2 [122]

Critical burn-out current 100–600� 10�6 A [122]

Critical burn-out current 200� 10�3 A [123]

Specific heat, 300K �0.430 kJ=kg K [91]

Electrical conductivity 1000–2000 S=cm [122]

Electrical resistance 6–120 kO [123]

Electrical resistance (T¼ 10–300) 2.0–3.5 kO [91]

Graphite

Thermal conductivity, x-planea 1000 W=m K [117]

Thermal conductivity, y-planea 5.5 W=m K [117]

Electrical resistance, in-plane 1.7� 10�6 O cm [124]

Electrical resistance, perpendicular to 3.7� 10�3 O cm [124]

in-plane

Diamond

Thermal conductivity 2000 W=m K [125]

Electrical resistivity 1013 W cm [125]

aTheoretical values.
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adding nanotubes to an amorphous polymer, as opposed

to a semi-crystalline polymer, can be greater since the

semi-crystalline polymer is already stiff.

The mechanical properties of fibers produced with

carbon nanotubes have been investigated as well. When

5 wt.% purified SWNTs were spun with isotropic petro-

leum pitch, the tensile strength increased by 90% (from

500 to 800 GPa) and the elastic modulus increased by

150% (from 34 to 78 GPa).[133] Nanotube ribbons and

fibers have also been produced by recondensing SWNT-

surfactant dispersions in a poly(vinyl alcohol) solution.

The elastic modulus was measured at 9–15 GPa, which is

10 times higher than the modulus of high-quality bucky

paper.[143] The fibers contain aligned SWNT bundles and

can be tied into a tight knot.[144,145]

Finally, carbon nanotubes have also been used to

reinforce metallic compounds, with various results. The

dominating blending method in these cases is hot-pressing

at temperatures around 1200–1300�C. It has been

reported that when nanotubes are hot-pressed with

metal oxides, the fracture strength and toughness

decrease with loading,[134] while when hot-pressed with

nanophase alumina powder, the fracture toughness

increases from 3.4 to 4.2 MPa=m1=2[146] for a loading

as high as 10 wt.%.

Thermal Properties

It is also possible to improve the thermal stability of

a composite by adding carbon nanotubes. It has been

shown that by adding 1 wt.% SWNTs to an epoxy matrix,

the thermal conductivity increases 120% to 0.5 W=m K at

room temperature and 40% at 40K. The thermal con-

ductivity increases 60% for a 0.5 wt.% SWNT load at

room temperature.[126] By adding 1 wt.% nanotubes in

PMMA, the glass-transition temperature, Tg, increases

from 66 to 88�C[139] and the heat-deflection temperature

increases as well.[140] The degradation temperature

increases with 30�C for a MWNT loading of

26 wt.%.[141]

Clearly, the transport properties of nanotube suspen-

sions and composites can be altered by the addition of

carbon nanotubes. Control of the dispersion methods is

important to developing uniform and reproducible pro-

perties in these applications.

DISPERSION METHODS

As shown in the first section, a number of the current

synthesis methods produce nanotubes that are physically

Figure 11. Electrical resistance of an MWNT-filled epoxy as a function of nanotube volume fraction.
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entangled. One objective of dispersion science and tech-

nology is to produce a suspension of independent,

separated nanotubes that then can be manipulated into

preferred orientations in one-dimensional (fiber), two-

dimensional (flat sheet), or three-dimensional (bulk solid)

objects. There are two different approaches to nanotube

dispersion: mechanical (or physical) methods and che-

mical methods. Mechanical dispersion methods, such as

ultrasonication, separate nanotubes from each other, but

can also fragment the nanotubes, decreasing their aspect

ratio during processing. Chemical methods use surfac-

tants or functionalization to change the surface energy of

the nanotubes, improving their wetting or adhesion

characteristics and reducing their tendency to agglomer-

ate in the continuous phase solvent. However, aggressive

chemical functionalization, such as using neat acids at

high temperatures, can digest the nanotubes. Both

mechanical and chemical methods can alter the aspect

ratio distribution of the nanotubes, resulting in changes in

the properties of their dispersions.

Measurement and Analysis of Nanotube

Length Distributions

Many mathematical functions have been used to

model the particle size distributions of comminution

processes. These functions include empirical models as

well as probability density functions. As particles are

fragmented and broken during processing, their length

distributions change as do the model coefficients that

describe the distributions. Probability density functions

are particularly useful if they provide a good fit to particle

size distributions since the moments of the distributions

can be used in kinetic rate models that predict the change

in the length distributions with time. These kinetic rate

models have been used to interpret the reduction of chain

lengths during processes such as catalytic or thermally

induced polymer degradation and polymer ultrasonica-

tion. Gel permeation chromatography of polymers yields

complete differential distributions that provide rich infor-

mation on the fragmentation process. A key assumption

of these models is that one fragmentation event occurs in

the chain (or particle or nanotube) at a time, an assump-

tion that would be met by most mechanical processes of

nanotubes.

Typical Particle Fragmentation Distributions

The rates of particle fragmentation for most minerals,

ceramics, metals, and polymers generally decrease as the

characteristic particle size decreases. As the materials

fragment to smaller sizes, less of the applied energy

results in fragmentation and more is lost through particle

motion, particle compression, particle flexing, and other

mechanisms. A simple kinetic rate model based on

binary fragmentation that can describe these phenomena

is:[147–149]

�
dL

dt
¼ kLb ð1Þ

where L is a characteristic material length, t is time, k is a

rate constant, and b is the exponent that describes the

change in fragmentation rate with length. When b¼ 1,

Eq. (1) describes a first order comminution process

that does not depend on chain length. We anticipate

that nanotube fragmentation will depend on length. The

previous references demonstrate how continuous distri-

butions can be analyzed to determine the coefficients, k

and b, and the new product distributions at any time, t.

This elegant approach is beyond the scope of this article

as it assumes that each nanotube will be exposed to

similar processing conditions of energy per unit volume,

simple shear, elongational flow or mechanical force.

Except for suspensions with low concentrations of nano-

tubes, these conditions may not be met for many of the

methods. Some of the practical problems of assuring

uniformity of dispersion forces throughout the fluid are

discussed for each method. As an approximation, we

have analyzed the changes in the average length as a

function of time for several different fragmentation

methods and reported apparent coefficients. More rigor-

ous analyses are available if the distribution of energy is

well known within the processing volume.

Gaussian distributions are often assumed to repre-

sent particle size distributions. However, we have found

that MWNT length and diameter distributions are better

described by log normal distributions, which have greater

fractions of higher length scales than do Gaussian dis-

tributions. The interpretations of carbon nanotube frag-

mentation presented here are based on log normal

particle size distributions, although the coefficients of

Eq. (1) could be interpreted for other probability density

functions as well.

Size Distribution Measurement and Analysis

It is possible to measure nanotube size distributions

using SEM and optical microscopy. TEM is not useful

for size distributions except when very short (<100 nm)

tubes are present. Techniques for size distribution

measurement are readily available in the literature. A

probability density function needs to be fitted to the
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experimental size distribution in order to obtain the

distribution’s moments and use Eq. (1). Fitting a differ-

ential distribution accurately might require as many as

one thousand data points and is practical when digital

imaging software can be applied to the problem. An

alternative method is to determine the probability density

function coefficients of cumulative particle size distribu-

tions for 50–100 nanotubes. This approach reduces the

instrument time for length measurements and often

provides sufficient accuracy for engineering models of

the fragmentation process.

The MWNT lengths or agglomerate sizes were fitted

with a log-normal model using Systat1. The differential

probability density function has two fitting parameters,

the standard deviation of the distribution, s, and the

logarithmic mean, m.

f ðlnðLÞÞ ¼
1

s �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p e�
1
2

lnðLÞ�m
sð Þ

2

ð2Þ

The cumulative probability distribution function of

this distribution is the integral from negative infinity to

ln(L) of Eq. (2)

FðlnðLÞÞ ¼

ðlnðLÞ

�1

1

s �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
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2
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sð Þ

2
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Mechanical Methods

Ultrasonication

Ultrasonication of carbon nanotubes in solvents such

as alcohols is a common technique for dispersing sam-

ples for electron microscopy. One way to improve

the dispersion of nanotubes is to shorten the tubes. The

shorter tubes are less likely to entangle and arrange into

aggregates. However, there are some serious disadvantages

with breaking the tubes into smaller pieces. When the

tube-walls are broken in order to create a cut, the wall

may become damaged in other ways as well. ‘‘Worm-

eaten’’ or ‘‘ragged’’ tube walls.[150–152] and walls with

cuts, buckles, and irreversible bends[153,154] are conse-

quences of chemical processing, ultrasonication treat-

ment or a combination of both methods.

Single-walled carbon nanotube lengths decrease

only after the bundle size has gotten smaller.[155]

Single-walled carbon nanotubes rearrange into super-

ropes after the bundles are broken up and the SWNTs

are shortened.[154,156] These super-ropes have diameters

more than 20 times the initial bundle diameter. There

have been attempts to develop less destructive ultrasoni-

cation methods. One example is ultrasonication with

diamond crystals, a method that reportedly destroys the

SWNT bundles but not the tubes.[157] Raman-spectra

show typical SWNT peaks even after 10 hours of treat-

ment with this method.

Ultrasonication creates expansion and peeling or

fractionation of MWNT graphene layers. The destruction

of multiwalled nanotubes seems to initiate on the external

layers and travel towards the center. It has been reported

that the nanotube layers seem quite independent, so

MWNTs would not only get shorter, but actually thinner

with time.[158]

Ultrasonication is an extremely common tool used to

break up nanotube aggregates during purification, mix-

ing, and other types of solution processing techniques.

Therefore, the nanotube morphology in the suspension or

solid is that developed during processing, and not that of

the original nanoparticle additive. In some cases, ultra-

sonication can be used to remove impurities. Single-

walled carbon nanotubes have been purified from

�70% to �90% by ultrasonication-assisted filtration.

About 30–70% of the starting material was not recovered

in this process.[154] Ultrasonication also may lower

nanotube quality. For example, ultrasonication lowers

the oxidation onset temperature from 600�C to 500�C

for MWNTs. This onset temperature is lower than for

graphite, which is approximately 540�C.[158]

There are two major methods for delivering ultra-

sonic energy into liquids, the ultrasonic bath and the

ultrasonic horn or wand. Ultrasonication disperses solids

primarily through a bubble nucleation and collapse

sequence.

The ultrasonication bath has a higher frequency

(40–50 kHz) than cell dismembrator horns (25 kHz).

Ultrasonication of fluids leads to three physical mechan-

isms: cavitation of the fluid, localized heating, and the

formation of free radicals. Cavitation, the formation and

implosion of bubbles, can cause dispersion and fracture

of solids. The frequency of the ultrasound determines the

maximum bubble size in the fluid. Low frequencies

(about 20 kHz) produce large bubbles and high energy

forces occur as they collapse. Increasing the frequency

reduces bubble size and nucleation, so that cavitation is

reduced. Cavitation does not occur in many liquids at

frequencies larger than 2.5 MHz. The ultrasonication

bath does not produce a defined cavitation zone as does

a horn and the energy seems to be more uniformly

dispersed through the liquid phase. Systems with low

frequencies (20–100 kHz) and high power (100–5000 W)

are used to modify materials.[159]

Bubbles nucleating at solid surfaces and rapidly

expanding can push particles apart. Solid particles can

remain separated after bubble collapse if they are wetted
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by the fluid phase and if the volume fraction of nano-

particles in the fluid phase is low enough so that solid

movement is possible.

Bath Ultrasonication

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (wall material) were

dispersed in toluene by using an ultrasonication bath

(a frequency of �55 Hz). The MWNTs had initial dimen-

sions of L¼ 50 mm, Di¼ 2.9 nm and Do¼ 25 nm, respec-

tively. Water in the ultrasonication bath was kept at the

same level as the toluene in the 200 mL glass beaker, thus

promoting a uniform energy distribution. The MWNT

loading was 0.1 wt.%, and samples were taken from the

bath after 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 min. Each sample was

analyzed by using SEM (Hitachi 3200N Variable-

Pressure SEM). Ten SEM microphotographs were taken

of each sample and from these a minimum of a hundred

MWNT lengths were measured.

The measured MWNT lengths were plotted cumula-

tively and modeled using equations (2) and (3) from

above. Figure 12 compares the distributions of the time

sequence samples. The log-normal models are also pre-

sented in the differential form in Fig. 13 and the model

parameters are presented in Table 5. Equation (3) was

fitted to the mean average length data (Fig. 14). The

change in average length during the first few minutes of

sonication is dramatic. After the first 5 min, the average

length is reduced from 50 to 17 mm, a decrease of more

than 65%. After processing for an additional 20 min, the

MWNT average length decreased to 6.5 mm. This result is

not unexpected, since it takes more energy to break

shorter, more stable, tubes. The average length data are

well-described by a model that is cubic in length

(kb¼ 3.55� 10�4, b¼ 3). The differential curves (Fig.

13) clearly show the loss of larger tubes at longer

sonication times.

Ultrasonication Horn

The tips of ultrasonic wands oscillate at a fixed

frequency with variable power being applied to the

fluid phase. The rapid oscillation of the wand tip

produces a conical field of high energy in the fluid.

The solvent within this conical field undergoes

nucleated boiling and bubble collapse, which is the

Figure 12. Cumulative MWNT length distribution as a function of processing time in ultrasonication bath. The initial distribution

changes are quite dramatic, while the changes are more moderate after a longer treatment period.
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primary mechanism by which ultrasonic energy disperses

materials. The wand tip vibrations along with the rapid

generation and collapse of bubbles induces a flow that

moves away from the wand tip and then recirculates

through the conical zone again. The size of the zone and

the local velocity fields depend on the boiling point of the

solvent, the fluid phase viscosity, the energy applied, and

the geometry of the vessel and the wand placement.

The volume fraction of nanotubes in the suspension

affects the solid surface per fluid volume. Fluids with

high continuous phase viscosities, for example, polymer

solutions and spinning dopes, may not give rapid recir-

culation of the process liquid through the sonication

zone. Since suspensions of MWNTs are shear thin-

ning,[160] the flow field near the wand tip may be only

a small volume and may have low recirculating velocities

through the sonication zone, leading to low dispersion

efficiencies. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes suspensions

with polymer solutions as the continuous phase may also

have greatly reduced fluid circulations near the wand

tip. Not all the bubbles may collapse immediately,

particularly if the solvent does not wet the nanotubes

well or if a polymer solution continuous phase of high

viscosity reduces the rate of bubble coalescence. At high

solids loadings, the nanotubes can trap gas bubbles and

create a rigid network that prevents fluid flow.

Dispersion of 0.1 wt.% dispersion of MWNTs in

toluene were treated with an ultrasonication horn. Data

were collected and modeled in the same manner as

above. Figures 15 and 16 show the cumulative and

differential size distributions, respectively. The data are

presented in Table 6. Figure 17 shows the fit of Eq. (3) to

these data (k¼ 4.06� 10�4, b¼ 3). The data are well-

Figure 13. The normal density function for MWNT lengths. MWNTs treated with an ultrasonication bath for 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25

minutes respectively.

Table 5. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes
treated in ultrasonication bath.

Time

(min)

Mean length

(mm)

Standard

deviation

5 16.2 0.41

10 10.4 0.54

15 8.6 0.52

20 6.6 0.50

25 6.5 0.43

Note: The MWNT mean length and

standard deviation are the model para-

meters used to fit the log-normal model

to the data. The initial MWNT average

length was 50mm.
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described by a cubic model, but with a slightly different

rate coefficient. The difference between the sonication

frequencies may account for some of this change.

Orientation of Nanotubes in Polymers

In some cases, it is desirable to align the nanotubes

in a composite, a process that requires the tubes to

be well separated. It is possible to align SWNTs in

poly(urethane) or poly(acrylate), either by shear flow

prior to polymerization or by stretching the already

cured matrix.[161] There have also been attempts to

align MWNTs in PHAE by means of stretching.[162,163]

The films were stretched up to 500% and no broken tubes

were detected, even though some tube buckling was

observed. In addition, it is possible to align carbon

nanotubes by taking advantage of their electrical con-

ductivity. One research group dispersed carbon nano-

tubes in ethanol in a DC-field (250 V=mm) for half a

minute. Tube alignment was observed and moreover

longer tubes were collected at the cathode, which

means that the method can be used for purification and

size-grading of nanotubes.[164] Single-walled carbon

nanotubes shortened by ultrasonication (l¼ 20–100 nm)

have also been aligned along a HOPG-lattice (highly

oriented pyrolytic graphite). The film showed a semi-

conductive behavior.[165] Solvent casting and melt-mix-

ing of SWNTs and PMMA in a hot-press has also been

used to promote nanotube alignment. Higher electrical

conductivity was detected in the flow direction (0.118–

11.5 S=m) than that in the perpendicular direction

(0.078–7 S=m).[135]

Ultrasonication of Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes

in Polyacrylonitrile Spinning Dope

An example of the importance of MWNT dispersion

to a process result is the development of continuous

fibers containing carbon nanotubes. Such systems could

be used as high strength fibers, and for fibers with high

toughness. The use of high aspect ratio solids in spun

fibers will depend on uniform, independent particle

dispersions, proper orientation of the fibers in the spin-

neret or die, and drawing to develop fiber strength. Poor

dispersion will result in unspinnable polymer dopes.

Weisenberger[166] studied the spinning of PAN

dopes loaded with MWNTs for producing MWNT=PAN

fiber composites. A cell dismembrator (horn ultrasoni-

Figure 14. The time derivative of MWNT length in US-bath. The data is fitted with a power model where the frequency factor, k, is

3.55� 10�4 and the exponential parameter, b, is 3.
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Figure 15. Plot showing the cumulative MWNT length distribution as a function of processing time with ultrasonication wand.

Figure 16. The normal density function for MWNT lengths. MWNTs treated with an ultrasonication wand for 5, 10, 20, and 25

minutes respectively.
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cation at 25 kHz) was used to disperse MWNTs into a

solvent (dimethyl acetamide) before adding polymer to

form the spinning dope. The sample was cooled in an

ice bath to remove excess heat. The fluid was sonicated

at 300 W of power for 10 second intervals over various

time periods to produce well-dispersed suspensions for

spinning. The quality of the dispersion was evaluated by

determining whether the dope prepared from the sus-

pension could be spun into continuous fibers. Figure 18

shows the energy per unit volume needed to produce

MWNT dispersions that could be spun into viable fibers.

The energy per unit volume for good dispersions

increases as the weight fraction of nanotubes in the

liquid phase increases. The extrapolation of the linear

model to zero weight fraction nanotubes suggests that a

significant amount of energy is dissipated into heat or

fluid motion, rather than nanotube dispersion. Empirical

models relating mixing energy per unit volume to the

quality of particle dispersions have been used in many

polymer compounding applications, such as the disper-

sion of carbon blacks in elastomers. Figure 18 could be

used to develop reproducible MWNT dispersion pro-

cesses.

Insufficient dispersion of the MWNT resulted in

dopes that were not spinnable. Typically, poor disper-

sion gave extrudates with a grainy surface that would

not drawdown in a homogeneous fashion. Numerous

fiber breakage events would occur during spinning, and

a characteristically visible rough fiber surface would

form. However, the nanotube length distribution was

essentially the same after spinning compared to

before, as presented in Figs. 19, 20, and Table 7.

Figure 21 shows cross-sections of PAN fibers with

nanotube agglomerates, which reflect light and appear

white in the photomicrograph. The nanotube agglomer-

ates cannot align with the fiber axis during the elonga-

tional flows of the spinning and drawdown processes,

in contrast to individually separated nanoparticles

(Fig. 22).

High Impact Mixing—Ball-Milling

Ball-milling has been used to narrow the length and

diameter distributions[167] and to open the nano-

tubes[168,169] for improved sorption capacity for gases.

However, it has also been observed that a large amount of

amorphous carbon is created,[157,169] which clearly indi-

cates that the tubes are damaged in different ways and

that ball-milling is a destructive method. The creation of

amorphous carbon introduces a high surface area, which

is a more likely explanation to the increased storage

capacity than the introduction of open tube ends would

be.[4,157,170] Bending, defects and tube–tube contacts

strongly modify the electrical behavior of carbon nano-

tubes. Structural topological defects always increase the

resistance of metallic nanotubes, making it dependent on

the defect density per unit length.[171]

Some groups have tried to produce boron nitride

nanotubes and carbon nanotubes from graphite through

ball-milling. The iron from the mill balls functions as a

catalyst and the heat becomes elevated through the mecha-

nical impact, so the process parameters are in the right

region, but the results have not been impressive.[172–175]

In addition, the created nanotubes are destroyed after a

longer period of milling.

Ball-milling has also been used in an attempt to

intercalate lithium in SWNTs, creating compounds to be

used in batteries.[176] Li-intercalated graphite and carbo-

naceous materials are commercially used in Li-ion

batteries.[177,178] The intercalation involves electron

donation from the alkali metal to the nanotube. The

same type of experiments have also been carried out

with K, Rb, Cs on both SWNTs and MWNTs.[179–184]

Grinding and Rubbing

There are few reports on the subject of rubbing or

grinding carbon nanotubes to decrease the size. Rubbing

is more destructive than any other method. The process

introduces cuts and bends in SWNTs, but no change in

storage capacity is observed.[157] A less damaging method

is chemically cutting SWNTs by grinding them in a fluid

(a- or b-cyclodextrin) using mortar and pestle. Both tube

lengths and bundle diameters were noticeably reduced.

Other grinding agents were used as well, but did not give

as good results; samples contained mostly long tubes.[185]

MWNTs can be hand-ground with mortar and

pestle. The MWNTs were mixed with a small amount

Table 6. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes
treated with ultrasonication horn.

Time

(min)

Mean length

(mm)

Standard

deviation

5 11.4 0.58

10 10.8 0.55

20 8.2 0.66

25 6.9 0.59

Note: The MWNT mean length and

standard deviation are the model para-

meters used to fit the log-normal model

to the data. The initial MWNT average

length was 50mm.
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of toluene, creating a thick paste. The paste was ground

for approximately an hour, with no further addition of

toluene. The MWNT length and diameter were measured

before and after the grinding, using a Hitachi 3200N

Variable-Pressure SEM. In addition, the MWNT agglom-

erate particle sizes were measured as well (MWNTs from

the CVD process are entangled as harvested from the

reactor and are associated into agglomerates). The data

were fitted using the log-normal model, as described

above. Different loadings of ground MWNTs were

Figure 17. The time derivative of MWNT length in US-bath. The data is fitted with a power model where the frequency factor, k is

4.06� 10�4 and the exponential parameter, b, is 3.

Figure 18. Ultrasonic energy required for dispersion of MWNTs in spinnable PAN dopes. Source: Ref. 166.
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Figure 19. Cumulative distribution of MWNTs from spun and drawn MWNT=PAN fibers.

Figure 20. Differential distribution of MWNTs from spun and drawn MWNT=PAN fibers.
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blended into epoxy-resin. The epoxy–MWNT blends

were analyzed using a light microscope, to confirm a

homogeneous blend, then used as contact cement

between copper-covered strips of circuit board. After

the polymer-blend had been cured, the electrical resis-

tance was measured.

Both the lengths and agglomerate sizes decrease

significantly, as seen in Figs. 23, 24 and 25. Figure 23

Table 7. Comparison of MWNT lengths of
spun and drawn samples.

Sample

Mean length

(mm)

Standard

deviation

Un-stretched 3.2 0.36

Stretched 3.0 0.56

Figure 21. MWNT agglomerates in PAN fibers. The fiber

diameters are about 25 microns. Source: Ref.[166]

Figure 22. Fracture surface of MWNT=PAN fibers at 1 wt.% loading. Fiber surfaces are smooth, and the nanotubes are oriented

along the fiber axis. Source: Ref.[166]
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shows the aligned nanotubes prior to grinding, showing

uniform lengths, but variable MWNT diameters. Figure

24 shows a dramatic length decrease of the nanotubes.

MWNT aggregates exist before and after grinding: the

aggregate average diameter decreases by a factor of 5, as

can be seen in Figure 25. The MWNT inverse aspect-

ratio is presented, together with the fitted log-normal

model, in Fig. 26. The change in aspect-ratio is shown

due to its impact on the percolation theory. The diameter,

length, and agglomerate size distributions before and

after grinding, accompanied by respective fitted log-

normal model curve, are presented in Figs. 27, 28, and

29, respectively. The MWNT diameter distributions are

relatively unchanged by the grinding process. The length

distribution changes from nearly monodisperse (L¼ 55

microns) to a log normal distribution with an average

length of 3 microns. The typical agglomerate size was

reduced from 170 microns to 40 microns.

Grinding produced significant defects in the

MWNTs, as can be seen in Figures 30 through 32. Figure

30 shows a bent MWNT, with crimping on the curved

inner radius. In Fig. 31, a partial tear along the radial

direction is shown, and Fig. 32 shows the exfoliation of

an outer layer of the MWNT. While much of the

mechanical energy goes into complete breaks of the

tubes, new defect sites are continuously generated on

the tube surface.

Figure 23. MWNT lengths before mechanical grinding with mortar and pestle.

Figure 24. MWNT lengths after mechanical grinding with

mortar and pestle.

Figure 25. SEM microphotographs showing the diameter

decrease for MWNT agglomerates after approximately 1 hour

of mechanical grinding with mortar and pestle. Observe the

different scales of the different halves.
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Figure 26. Cumulative distribution of aspect ratios for ground and unground MWNTs. Parameters are d=L¼ 3.1� 10�3; s¼ 0.48

for nontreated MWNTs, and d=L¼ 6.4� 10�2, s¼ 0.48 for treated MWNTs.

Figure 27. Cumulative distribution of MWNT diameters for ground and unground MWNTs. Model parameters are d¼ 0.17 mm,

s¼ 0.48 for nontreated MWNTs, and d¼ 0.20 mm; s¼ 0.34 for ground MWNTs.
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Figure 28. Cumulative distribution of MWNT lengths for ground and unground MWNTs. Model parameters for ground nantubes

are L¼ 30.3 mm, s¼ 0.53.

Figure 29. Cumulative distribution of particle sizes for ground and unground MWNTs. Model parameters are d¼ 169.3 mm,

s¼ 0.71 for nontreated MWNTs, and d¼ 40.6 mm, s¼ 0.71 for ground MWNTs.
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Figure 30. A bent MWNT, with crimping on the curved inner radius.

Figure 31. A partial tear along the radial MWNT wall direction.
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High Shear Mixing—Shear Stress Through

a Nozzle

Another mechanical method is to apply shear force

to pull agglomerates apart—high shear mixing. Usually

narrow passages, and=or relatively high rates of flow, are

required to generate high shear; in a lot of cases, rotor

and stator construction is used. In our experiment, we

applied a diesel fuel injector to create the high shear.

The fluid is passed through a diesel injector nozzle at

a shear rate that causes the less shear stable materials,

mostly polymer molecules, to degrade. In the lubricant

industry, it is called fuel injector shear stability test

(FISST), with an ASTM designation as D5275. The

objective of this experiment is to find out the shear

stability of the carbon nanotubes in oils compared with

that of polymer molecules.

Carbon nanotubes were dispersed into a synthetic

oil, four centistokes poly(a-olefin) with the aid of a

nonionic dispersant. Kinematic viscosity was measured

at 40�C and 100�C using a Cannon-Fenske viscometer.

Because the dispersion is completely black even with the

addition of only 0.005 wt.% carbon nanotube, the reverse

flow tube was used. The test fluid is pumped through a

small-clearance diesel-injector nozzle, which provides

both turbulent and localized shear. In the test, the

apparatus is first flushed with three separate 100 mL

portions of the test fluid, and then 100 mL of the test

fluid passes the nozzle for 20 cycles. After the comple-

tion of the 20 cycles, the sheared fluid was collected, and

viscosities at 40�C and 100�C before and after shear were

measured and the shear viscosity loss was calculated.

Figure 33 shows the plot of kinematic viscosity vs.

the weight percentage of carbon nanotube. The viscosity

profile of the nanotubes is very similar to that of the

cylindrical particle suspensions, indicating that at certain

point the carbon nanotubes can be treated as high-aspect-

ratio cylindrical particles. Further studies are necessary to

model the viscosity profile of this system. The 0.05 wt.%

nanotube dispersion is then used for the shear nozzle test,

and the results are summarized in Table 8.

It can be seen that the viscosity of the system

decreases dramatically after the test. As a matter of

fact, 50% viscosity loss at 40�C has never been observed

for a commercial motor oil before. It indicates that the

carbon nanotubes dispersed in the medium have been

sheared into ‘‘broken pieces’’. Figure 34 shows the

scanning electron microscopic pictures of the sample

before and after the shear nozzle experiment. It is evident

that, after shear, the networked structure in the previous

dispersion is destroyed, and the aspect ratio of the

remaining tubes becomes smaller.

Figure 32. Delamination of an outer layer of the MWNT wall.
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Chemical Methods

If the carbon nanotube surface is modified through

functionalization, the interaction between the tube and

the surroundings is affected. By choosing a specific type

of functional group, it is possible to influence the inter-

action in different ways. This treatment may enhance

nanotube dispersion in different solvent and polymer

systems, allowing flexibility in creating novel hybrid

composites. For example, by covalently attaching alkene

groups to SWNT side-walls, the solubility in various

organic solvents,[186–189] such as THF, chloroform,

methylene chloride,[190] and DMF,[191] increases. The

nanotubes can also be co-polymerized in a polymer

matrix as a block, graft or crosslinked polymer.[192,193]

A brief review of functionalization methods investigated

is given below.

Acidic Treatments

Acid treatment in combination with thermal oxida-

tion or decomposition, is a very common way to purify

both MWNTs and SWNTs.[194,195] Usually the nano-

tubes are boiled or soaked in acid for time-periods of

hours or even days and thereafter burned in oxygen or air,

pure or mixed with other gases. In the first step, the

catalytic metal particles that are left in the sample are

eliminated, and in the second step unwanted carbon, such

as amorphous carbon and carbon particles, are con-

sumed. Oxidation may separate SWNTs into individual

fibers.[196,197] Furthermore, oxidation also cuts the nano-

tubes in sites with high structure damage or defect

density, which leads to the production of shorter nano-

tubes[198–200] with a higher morphological quality. Also,

thinner tubes are usually more reactive than tubes with a

larger diameter, due to the greater strain on the bonds in

the thinner tubes.[201,202] It has been observed that when

MWNTs are boiled in acid, their diameters decrease. This

mechanism is pronounced for tubes with stronger curva-

ture. A molecular dynamics study suggests that there

might be negative effects from chemical modifications of

SWNT. For small tubes, the strain can cause the

functional groups to dissociate. The helical conformation

has little impact. Furthermore, introduction of sp3-hybri-

dized carbon due to chemical functionalization does

degrade the strength of SWNT by �15%.[82] This also

explains why the nanotube active sites are theoretically

Figure 33. Kinematic viscosity of the dispersions of carbon

nanotube in poly(a-olefin) at various concentrations.

Figure 34. SEM pictures of the 0.05 wt.% nanotube

dispersion. (A) Before FISST; (B) After FISST.

Table 8. Comparison of suspension viscosity before
and after high shear spraying through a nozzle.

40�C 100�C

Viscosity before shear 40.09 cSt 8.59 cSt

Viscosity after shear 19.72 cSt 5.40 cSt

Viscosity loss, % 50.8 37.1
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concentrated on the end caps,[203] where the tube geo-

metry presents its largest curvature. In one investigation,

Raman-spectra show that functional groups of acidic

nature, such as ��C¼¼O, ��COOH, and ��OH, were

attached to the tube ends. After a sufficient period of

boiling (2 hours) the sample could not reach pH¼ 6

when washed in de-ionized water, since the nanotubes

could not precipitate due to the attractive forces between

the acidic groups and H2O. Furthermore, 18% of the

sample had been consumed at this time. If nanotubes are

ultrasonicated in HNO3 or HNO3=H2SO4, acidic func-

tional groups are created as well. Also in this case, the

functional-group quantity is time-dependent. The oxygen

concentration is eight times higher for treated tubes than

for non-treated tubes.[153]

Successful openings of nanotube ends have been

performed using oxidants, such as HF=BF3 and OsO4. In

addition, the tubes were filled with metals and the ends

were closed again, or covered, by reduction with benzene

in Ar or H2, or with reagents such as ethylene glycol.[204]

For SWNTs, it has been reported that it is possible to

achieve a purity of >95% with a yield of 20–50%.[205,206]

The purification yield was reported at 54% for

MWNTs.[206]

Oxidation can be carried out both in liquid-phase

and in gas-phase. Investigations suggest that primarily

hydroxyl and carbonyl groups are formed during gas-

phase treatment of MWNTs, while liquid-phase treat-

ment forms carboxylic acid groups.[207] It has also been

seen that SWNTs treated with HNO3=H2SO4 or

H2O2=H2SO4 mixtures produces both carbonyl and

ether functional groups.[208] It is possible to remove the

groups by thermal decomposition in vacuum. Ethers and

quinines are harder to remove than carboxylic acid

groups.

The acidic surface sites that are created on the

nanotube surface are reactive and act as nucleation sites

functionalizing the tubes in other ways. One example

is the decoration of nanotubes with nanoscale metal

clusters (Au, Pt, and Ag).[209,210] Mercury-modified

nanotubes have also been prepared, but the mercury

was introduced as a salt solution.[211]

A few one-step procedures have also been devel-

oped. In one process the sample is allowed to react with

an acidic gas mixture in elevated temperatures.[212]

Carbon dust and transition metals are simultaneously

removed during this treatment, which is relatively short,

10–30 min. Another process combines air treatment and

acid microwave digestion to remove a high percentage of

the metal and decreasing the purification operation

time.[213] There have also been reports claiming that it

is possible to selectively create surface oxygen groups on

the inner nanotube wall, by HNO3 oxidation.[214]

The reports on surface area change differ greatly.

Some groups claim that the surface area and H2 storage

capacity increase considerably.[215,216] Other groups

report the complete opposite result, due to material

compaction.[199]

Compared to ball-milling, acidic boiling is more

destructive. According to this particular study, the same

quantity of ��OH, ��COOH, and ��C¼¼O were found

after 20 min of ball-milling combined with 30 minutes

of boiling in concentrated HNO3, as for 100 minutes

acidic boiling. However, only 3.5% of the ball-milled

sample, while 18% of the long-term boiled samples was

consumed.[171]

Fluorination

Fluorination is a common first step in the attempt to

functionalize SWNTs and MWNTs. The nanotube is

reacted with F2 gas and thereafter some of the F sub-

stituents can be exchanged by nucleophilic substitution,

leading to side-wall functionalization. After the reaction

the remaining F can be partially or completely elimi-

nated.[217] Hydrazine[218] and LiBH4=LiAlH4 can be

used for defluorination of tubes.[219] Preferred nucleo-

philes include alkyl lithium species.[217] It has been

established that the electrical properties of MWNTs

change after fluorination, leading to a wide range of

electrical structures, from insulating over to semiconduct-

ing and metallic-like behavior.[220–222]

Other Treatments

It is possible to attach different types of functional

groups to the individual SWNT by applying a potential

field,[223] so called nanolithography or electrochemistry.

Furthermore, it is also possible to control the thickness of

the deposit layer by varying the treatment duration. It is

assumed that the reaction takes place primarily on defect

sites on the tubes.

Multiwalled carbon nanotubes, SWNTs, and graphite

can also be functionalized using hydrogen. The highest H

content reached was about C8H, which introduces a

disturbance in the graphitic structures.[224] A way to

functionalize the tubes without creating covalent bonds

is to immobilize molecules on the nanotube surface by

p–p-interaction.[225] In this way the structure of the

nanotube is not disturbed, and the electrical properties

are kept intact. Nanotubes have also been modified in

order to investigate bio-systems, such as the adsorption

behavior of proteins, taking place on a functionalized side-

wall. For example, SWNTs have also been modified by co-
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functionalization of protein-resistant polymers and biotin,

creating a specific binding of streptavidin onto the

SWNT.[226] Amino-dextran and periodate-oxidized dex-

tran chains have also been immobilized onto plasma

treated nanotubes. The resulting poly-saccharide grafted

nanotubes are very hydrophobic.[227]

Using Surfactants

The role of a surfactant is to produce an efficient

coating and induce electrostatic or steric repulsions that

could counterbalance van der Waals attractions.[228] In

our case, the electrostatic repulsion provided by adsorbed

surfactants stabilizes the nanotubes against the strong van

der Waals interaction between the tubes, hence prevent-

ing agglomeration. Polymer coated objects experience a

reversible force. The polymer adsorbs onto the nanotube

and repulsive forces dominate over attractive van der

Waals forces between the carbon nanotubes. This balance

of repulsive and attractive forces creates a thermodyna-

mically stable dispersion, which might even result in

separation of SWNTs from the bundles into individual

nanotubes.

Surfactants have been used to disperse carbon

nanotubes in several cases.[229–232] Some examples of

commonly used surfactants are sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS), both for SWNTs[233–235] and MWNTs,[236,237]

and Triton X-100 (TX-100)[235,236,238] for SWNTs.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes have also been

dispersed using lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) as

surfactant.[239,240]

In contrast, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is not efficient

at stabilizing the tubes.[234] It has also been reported

that neither negatively charged SDS, positively charged

cetyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (CTAC) and dodecyl-

trimethyl ammonium bromide (DTAB), nonionic pen-

taoxoethylenedodecyl ether (C12E5), polysaccharide

(Dextrin), nor long chain synthetic polymer poly(ethyl-

ene oxide) (PEO) could act as efficient dispersing agents

for SWNTs in aqueous solutions.[241] However, Gum

Arabic (GA) is reported to be an excellent stabilizer for

SWNTs in water. Both SDS[242–244] and TX-100[245–248]

have previously been used as surfactants for carbon

black. A problem with surfactant induced dispersions is

finding a feasible way to remove the surfactant from the

final product.[249]

In-Situ Production of NTs

One way to solve the dispersion problem is to try to

produce the carbon nanotube directly into the matrix,

so called in-situ production. Attempts have been made

to produce MWNT in several different Me–Al2O3

composites, where Me can be Fe, Co, Ni, or their alloys.

The production step was followed by hot-pressing. Both

MWNT and SWNT were found in the composite. How-

ever, the composites showed no improvement in physical

properties.[250–252] As mentioned earlier, carbon nano-

tubes have been hot-pressed in MeO, and it was observed

that the tubes were destroyed when the temperature in the

hot-press was kept above 1200�C, resulting in the

absence of property improvements.[134]

Production Technical Solutions

SiO2 glass rods of micrometer sizes (l¼ 10–15mm,

d¼ 0.5–1.5mm), containing 6 wt.% nanotubes, were pre-

pared by using a surfactant (C16TMAB). The micro-rods

were incorporated in SiO2 tablets with a loading of 60 wt.%,

to promote nanotube dispersion in the tablet. The Vicker’s

hardness increased in both cases, but the effect was larger

for micro-rods with nanotubes (�100% increase) than for

rods without. It was observed that the micro-rods were not

broken at the tablet fracture surface.[253]

Electrical Mechanisms

It is possible to break carbon nanotubes by applying

an applied electrical field externally. The CNTs can then

emit electrons and if the applied voltage exceeds the

binding energy of a carbon atom, the atoms can be split

off the tip. As a result, external graphite layers get broken

and may peel off.[95]

Open-ended NTs placed close to each other can even

rebond to form conducting electrical contacts.[84] Bend-

ing, defects, tube–tube contacts strongly modify the

electrical behavior of NT. Structural topological defects

always increase the resistance of metallic NTs to an

extent that is strongly dependent on the defect density

per unit length. Fusion has also been observed in other

cases, not involving electrical fields. In one investigation

MWNTs were extended 2–12% length-wise before fail-

ure. The breakage creates two open tube-ends, but they

fuse together internally in a matter of tenths of seconds,

resulting in two new, closed tubes.[254]

CONCLUSION

Dispersing carbon nanotubes into liquids can be

achieved through either mechanical (physical) or chemi-

cal methods, which can be a very challenging task

depending on the quality and surface morphology of

the nanotubes used.
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